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Background and Objectives—Tobacco and cannabis use are both highly prevalent
worldwide. Their co-use is also common in adults and adolescents. Despite this frequent cooccurrence, cessation from both substances is rarely addressed in randomized clinical trials. Given
evidence that tobacco use may increase during cannabis cessation attempts, and additionally that
tobacco users have poorer cannabis cessation outcomes, we explored tobacco outcomes,
specifically cigarette smoking, from an adolescent cannabis cessation trial that tested the efficacy
of N-acetylesteine (NAC).
Methods—Cannabis-dependent adolescents (ages 15–21; n=116) interested in cannabis
treatment were randomized to NAC (1200 mg bid) or matched placebo for 8 weeks. Participants
did not need to be cigarette smokers or be interested in smoking cessation to qualify for inclusion.
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Results—Approximately 59% of enrolled participants were daily and non-daily cigarette
smokers, and only differed from non-smoking participants on the compulsion sub-scale of the
Marijuana Craving Questionnaire. Among cigarette smokers who were retained in the study, there
was no change in cigarettes per day for either NAC or placebo groups during the 8-week treatment
phase. Being a cigarette smoker did not appear to influence the effects of NAC on cannabis
abstinence, though there was a trend in the placebo group of poorer cannabis outcomes for
cigarette smokers vs. non-smokers.
Conclusions—No evidence was found of compensatory cigarette smoking during this cannabis
cessation trial in adolescents. Further work assessing interventions to reduce both cannabis and
tobacco use in this population is greatly needed.
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Introduction
Cigarette smoking remains the leading cause of preventable death in the United States (1),
with the majority of adult smokers (88%) starting prior to the age of 18 (2). Cannabis use is
also highly prevalent and is the most commonly used illicit substance among adolescents,
with use continuing to increase and the perceived risk of harm decreasing (3). The adverse
effects associated with cannabis use are not as well-established as with tobacco, though data
reveal adverse influences of cannabis on several aspects of health, work, and interpersonal
relationships (e.g., mental health, respiration, relationships, employment) (4). Additionally,
reports demonstrate problems associated with prolonged use of cannabis and progression to
dependence (5–9).
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Both tobacco and cannabis use are typically initiated during adolescence or young adulthood
(17.2 and 17.5 years of age, respectively) (10), and tend to persist well into adulthood. The
co-occurrence of cannabis and tobacco use is highly prevalent and has been demonstrated
for adult and adolescent populations (11–19). Several adverse outcomes are associated with
cannabis and tobacco co-use, including, the exacerbation of mental health symptoms (20)
and prevalence of psychiatric problems (21), the initiation of regular tobacco use and
dependence when tobacco is mixed in cannabis preparations (22), and a reduction in the
ability to successfully quit both tobacco and cannabis (23,24). Tobacco users have been
shown in laboratory and outpatient studies to have greater odds of relapse to cannabis
compared to non- tobacco users (25,26). Consistent with those results, a recent review by
Peters and colleagues (27) showed that use of tobacco and cannabis, compared to cannabis
use alone, was associated with poorer cannabis cessation outcomes, as well as more
psychosocial problems, and greater likelihood of a cannabis use disorder. Some preliminary
evidence also suggests that tobacco may be substituted and may increase during cannabis
reductions or abstinence (28,29). Another study did not find evidence of tobacco
substitution, but found that tobacco use only decreased in participants with >50% reduction
in cannabis use (30). Taken together, these results indicate that tobacco and cannabis cousers represent a vulnerable group that may begin cessation attempts already at a
disadvantage and at risk for increases in tobacco use.
The purpose of this secondary analysis was to explore tobacco outcomes, specifically
cigarette smoking during a cannabis cessation trial. The parent trial assessed the efficacy of
N-acetylcysteine (NAC), an over-the-counter antioxidant supplement with glutamatergic
properties, as a potential pharmacotherapy for cannabis cessation in adolescents (31).
Cigarette smoking was explored for two main reasons. First, there is ample evidence from
the literature that cannabis -tobacco co-users have poorer cannabis treatment outcomes and
preliminary evidence that tobacco substitution during cannabis reductions or cessation may
occur (discussed above). Second, there is preclinical and preliminary clinical evidence that
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NAC may be an effective pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation (32–35). Specifically, this
study evaluated; 1) cigarette smoking characteristics of a treatment-seeking sample of
adolescents enrolled in a cannabis cessation trial, 2) cigarette use changes during a cannabis
cessation attempt with the use of NAC or placebo, and 3) if being a cigarette smoker
resulted in poorer cannabis treatment outcomes.

Methods
Participants
Participants (n=116) were between the ages of 15–21, met criteria for cannabis dependence,
used cannabis regularly (≥3 days/week), and were interested in cannabis cessation treatment.
Participants were excluded if they were enrolled in substance abuse treatment, had comorbid
substance dependence (other than nicotine), or had any unstable psychiatric or medical
issue. Participants did not have to be seeking tobacco treatment in order to be enrolled in the
study. Further details of study participants and cannabis abstinence outcomes can be found
elsewhere (31).
Procedures
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Eligible participants were randomized to active treatment (NAC, 1200 mg bid) or matched
placebo. The study intervention lasted for 8 weeks, with one follow-up visit occurring at 12
weeks. In addition to study medication, contingency management procedures were used to
reinforce adherence to study procedures, attendance at study visits, and abstinence from
cannabis throughout the 8-week intervention. Brief cannabis cessation counseling was
provided weekly, but no psychosocial treatment targeted cigarette smoking.
Measures
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Cigarette smoking was measured through qualitative urinary cotinine (COT; NicAlert® test
strips, Nymox Pharmaceutical Corporation, Montreal, Quebec) and self-reported cigarettes
per day (cigs/day). Urine samples were submitted at each study visit, and urinary COT
results were read immediately and coded as negative or positive (NicAlert test strip score of
3 = 100–200 ng/ml). During the 8-week treatment phase, participants recorded their cigs/day
via daily diaries. Timeline Follow-back methods (TLFB) were used to measure cigs/day 30
days prior study enrollment and through the follow-up period (36). Calculations of average
cigs/day included non-smoking days. Questionnaires assessing smoking characteristics
included: the Modified Fagerström Tolerance Questionnaire (mFTQ) (37), a questionnaire to
assess participants’ level of motivation to quit smoking cigarettes (locally developed), and
the Questionnaire on Smoking Urges-Brief (QSU-B) (38). Use of other tobacco products
was not systematically assessed.
Study participants self-reported if they were a cigarette smoker or non-smoker at the
screening visit. Smoking-related questionnaires were not administered to self-reported nonsmokers, but all participants provided breath CO samples, urinary COT samples, and were
asked about any cigarettes smoked during the TLFB administered at the screening visit and
at study visits. Mixing tobacco in cannabis preparations was not systematically assessed,
though participants were asked at the screening visit how they typically used cannabis (i.e.,
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bong, bowl, joint, blunt, and/or other). Based on COT, CO, and reported cigarettes smoked
prior to screening, six participants were re-classified from non-smoking to smoking status.
Three of these six participants also endorsed smoking cannabis as blunts, which would have
contributed to positive COT values, but non-daily cigarette smoking was also endorsed
among these participants. Three additional participants were re-classified from smokers to
non-smokers.
Statistical Analysis
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Standard descriptive statistics were used to summarize demographic, clinical and smoking
characteristics for cigarette smokers and non-smokers. A Wilcoxon rank sum test statistic
assessed differences among continuous variables at screening while differences in
categorical variables were assessed using a Pearson chi-square test statistic. The efficacy of
NAC versus placebo on secondary abstinence from cigarette smoking was analyzed over the
8-week treatment period. A repeated measures risk regression model using the methods of
generalized estimating equations was applied to assess the overall treatment effect on selfreported (COT confirmed) cigarette smoking during active treatment. Risk ratios and
asymptotic 95% confidence intervals were computed. Simple models contained treatment
group assignment, visit, positive cannabinoid levels assessed weekly, and the interaction
between treatment group and time. The effects of treatment on smoking outcomes were
tested using treatment by visit interaction terms within each model. Adjusted models
additionally controlled for race and mean cigs/day prior to study entry. Similar linear mixed
effects models were developed to assess the influence of NAC on cigs/day and percent of
days smoked between visits. Changes in mFTQ and QSU-B scores were assessed at
screening and end of treatment (Week 8) and were analyzed using linear mixed effects
models. To assess the possible moderating effects of cigarette smoking status on the efficacy
of NAC on cannabis abstinence, models were developed with appropriate interactions
(cigarette smoker by treatment assignment) and stratified by treatment assignment. To better
control for inflation of the Type I error rate due to multiple testing, a Bonferroni correction
was applied to each within family alpha cut-off. Within the family of hypotheses relating to
smoking (percent of days smoked and overall abstinence), the alpha level needed for
significance was α=0.017. Within the family of hypotheses relating smoking characteristics
(mFTQ and QSU-B) the alpha level needed for significance was α=0.025. All statistical
analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).
Missing Data
In the analysis of the moderating effects of cigarette smoking status on cannabis abstinence,
all participants were included and an intent to treat approach was used. Missing cannabis use
data was assumed to be positive for cannabinoids at each treatment visit. Of the cigarette
smokers enrolled in the study, 19/68 (28%) were lost to follow up prior to the start of the
treatment phase of the study and/or did not have cigarette data. Of the remaining 49
participants with cigs/day data, the median (interquartile range) number of weekly treatment
visits with available cigarette data was 6 (5–7) of 8 total visits. Additionally, 273/392 (70%)
of the weekly TLFB cigarette smoking data were present; NAC=134/200 (67%) and
PBO=139/192 (72%). Methods of Maximum Likelihood (ML) are known to provide
estimates that are consistent, asymptotically normal and efficient in the presence of missing
Am J Drug Alcohol Abuse. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 August 01.
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repeated measures data (39), and were used as the primary parameter estimation method for
the examination of cigarette use and smoking measures.
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Results
Participants (n=116) were on average (SD) 18.9 (1.5) years of age, 72% were male, and 84%
were Caucasian. Additional treatment group characteristics and differences are reported
elsewhere (31). Demographic, psychiatric, and cannabis use characteristics between
cigarette smokers and non-smokers are presented in Table 1. Out of 116 participants, 68
(59%) were current cigarette smokers. Cigarette smokers and non-smokers were similar with
respect to age, race, gender, impulsivity, cannabis use characteristics, and in psychiatric
comorbidities. The only significant difference between these two groups was on the
Compulsion sub-scale of the Marijuana Craving Questionnaire (40), in which cigarette
smokers had higher compulsion scores compared to non-smokers.
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Among cigarette smoking participants, cigarette and cannabis-related characteristics across
medication groups (NAC or placebo) are shown in Table 2. Treatment groups were similar
in years of cigarette and cannabis use and prior quit attempts, cigs/day, CO, and in their
motivation and intention to quit smoking. Nicotine dependence (mFTQ) was slightly higher
among those randomized to placebo as compared to NAC, though this difference did not
reach significance (p=0.08). Overall, cigarette smokers enrolled in a cannabis cessation trial
had been smoking cannabis for an average (SD) of 4.4 (2.0) years and had attempted to quit
an average of 2.5 (3.4) times in the past. They had been smoking cigarettes for an average of
2.9 (2.5) years, smoked approximately 6.3 (6.9) cigs/day, and had attempted to quit smoking
an average of 2.4 (3.5) times in the past. Approximately half of the sample (46%) were daily
smokers, and participants reported smoking on an average (SD) of 21 (11) days out of the
past 30 days.
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Cigs/day during the 30 days prior to screening and during the active 8-week treatment phase
for NAC and placebo groups were compared by treatment assignment and are shown in
Figure 1. Participants (with available smoking data) reported smoking approximately 3.6
(4.2) cigs/day across 8 weeks of the active treatment phase. Though there appear to be slight
decreases in cigs/day during the 8-week treatment phase, the within subjects time effect was
not significant (p=0.19). During active treatment, rates of cigarette smoking at each study
visit did not differ between NAC or placebo treatment groups. There were similar rates of
cigs/day (F1, 46=0.28; p=0.60), percent of days smoked (F1,46=0.02; p=0.88), and abstinence
from smoking (χ21=0.78; p=0.38) across the 8-week active treatment study visits. There
were no differences in the pattern of cigs/day (F7, 209=0.51; p=0.82), percent of days smoked
(F7, 209=0.79; p=0.59) or overall abstinence (χ27=5.53; p=0.60) over time between the two
treatment groups.
Mean ratings on the QSU-B and mFTQ from the screening visit to the end of treatment
(EOT; Week 8) are shown for NAC and placebo groups in Figure 2. The overall decrease in
QSU-B score was significant (F1,27=7.0, p=0.02), but the mean decrease in QSU-B score
was not different between the NAC and placebo groups (F1,27=0.01, p=0.93). The mean
change in mFTQ score was moderately different between the NAC and placebo groups from
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screening to the end of treatment (F1,26=5.1, p=0.03). These results indicate that participants
in the placebo group had a more pronounced decrease in mFTQ score over the course of
treatment than those in the NAC group, though this did not translate to a greater reduction in
cigs/day over the course of treatment.
Cannabis abstinence outcomes compared between cigarette smokers and non-smokers
during the 8-week treatment phase are shown in Figure 3 stratified by treatment group
assignment. For the entire study cohort, cigarette smokers had slightly lower rates of
cannabis abstinence during the study period (RR=0.81; 95% CI: 0.62–1.05; p=0.101).
Among the participants randomized to NAC, being a cigarette smoker did not affect
abstinence from cannabis during the 8-week treatment intervention (RR=0.87; 95% CI:
0.58–1.30; p=0.427). Among participants randomized to placebo, cigarette smokers had
slightly lower rates of cannabis abstinence compared to non-smokers, though this finding
failed to reach statistical significance (RR=0.76; 95% CI: 0.56–1.03; p=0.073).

Discussion
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Following 8 weeks of treatment for cannabis dependence with NAC or placebo in
adolescents, the current findings demonstrated no increase in cigarette smoking, indicating
that participants were not substituting tobacco during a cannabis cessation attempt. This
differs from increases in tobacco use during cannabis abstinence or reductions found in other
studies (28,29). Those preliminary studies, however, relied on self-report, were
retrospective, and the cannabis quit attempts were most likely unassisted. In contrast, the
current study provided pharmacological and behavioral treatment for cannabis dependence,
and though cigarette smoking was not specifically targeted, some strategies may have
generalized to cigarette smoking to reduce increases in use. This study also found no
evidence that being a cigarette smoker influenced the efficacy of NAC to aid in cannabis
cessation. Within the placebo group, cigarette smokers appeared to have slightly lower rates
of abstinence compared to non-smokers. This result did not reach statistical significance and
the study was not adequately powered to detect this finding.
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Decreases in the urge to smoke cigarettes as indicated by reductions in ratings on the QSU-B
were found, but did not differ among treatment groups, and did not correspond to reductions
in cigarette smoking. The reductions in cigarette craving found in the current report are
similar to findings in a previous report from this study cohort that showed reductions in
cannabis craving across the treatment period, though those craving data also did not differ
across treatment groups (41). These findings suggest that craving ratings for both cannabis
and cigarettes reduced over time, but was not related to treatment condition and not
attributable to NAC. Rather, this could be due to the added attention given to substance use
by research staff, motivational enhancement through counseling or contingency
management, or simply an effect of time.
There is justification in the literature to support the simultaneous treatment of cannabis and
tobacco dependence. Evidence from the substance abuse treatment literature has shown that
smoking cessation interventions provided during a treatment episode improves the
likelihood of prolonged abstinence from drugs and alcohol (42). Among adolescents,
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cigarette smokers have been shown to have a greater likelihood of relapse to alcohol and
cannabis during a treatment episode (25). There is also a demonstrated pattern of cannabis
use preceding tobacco initiation and regular use in the literature (22). The current study
found that among enrolled participants, years of regular cannabis use averaged around four
years, while years of regular cannabis smoking averaged about three years. Cannabis use
that precedes and potentially contributes to tobacco use represents perhaps the most
detrimental adverse effect of early cannabis use, and is especially relevant for an adolescent
population that will most likely continue smoking into adulthood. Tobacco exposure in
cannabis-dependent individuals may come from sources other than cigarettes as well. Blunts
are growing increasingly common, especially among young adults (ages 18–25) (43).
Electronic cigarettes are also becoming popular as a means of cannabis administration;
though no prevalence data currently exist on this practice. Tobacco use in forms other than
cigarettes should not be overlooked in cannabis research and treatment.
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Efficacy trials for cannabis cessation rarely address tobacco use as part of the formal
intervention and interventions that address cannabis have not yet been modified and tested to
evaluate tobacco intervention as well (44). It is not clear how targeting both substances may
influence treatment outcomes. It has been shown that more severe withdrawal symptoms
have been demonstrated from tobacco and cannabis cessation more so than from the
withdrawal produced by each substance alone (45). Exacerbation of withdrawal may play a
large role in relapse and should be carefully considered when developing dual-substance
treatment interventions. A recent pilot study evaluating treatment for both cannabis and
tobacco found that cognitive behavioral therapy targeting both cannabis and tobacco, along
with nicotine replacement patches, resulted in decreases in tobacco use, but not in cannabis
use (46). That study found no increases in cannabis use associated with decreases in tobacco
use, suggesting that dual treatments are safe to pursue, although dual pharmacotherapy may
also be required in addition to behavioral interventions.
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There were several limitations to the current analysis. First, attrition rates were high, which
limited the available data for cigs/day across the treatment period. Only 72% of data from
cigarette smokers could be used to assess changes in cigs/day, and the median (interquartile
range) number of study visits following randomization was 6 (5–7) of a possible 8 for those
retained. Given the amount of missing data due to high attrition, multiple imputation (MI)
analyses were conducted in concert with maximum likelihood methods. The MI models
confirmed our results in the presence of poor retention rates. Second, this study was not
specifically designed or adequately powered to assess cigarette smoking as a predictor of
cannabis treatment success. The study was also not designed to assess for changes in
cigarette smoking, as cannabis abstinence was the primary outcome. As such, any trends
towards significance should be interpreted with caution. Finally, cigarette smoking was not
being specifically targeted in this study, which may be a necessary condition to see
reductions in use. Medical clinicians met with participants at each study visit, but tobacco
use was rarely addressed, unless the participant expressed motivation to reduce or quit
tobacco.
The majority of cannabis-dependent adolescents who were enrolled in this study were
current cigarette smokers (59%). Their rates of cigarette smoking did not change over the
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course of the study intervention, which provides evidence that participants were not
substituting tobacco during cannabis cessation. This also reveals that without targeted and
specific interventions, cigarette smoking most likely will not reduce during cannabis
cessation. Further work should address interventions that target both tobacco and cannabis to
determine how treatment success is impacted. The parent trial, from which this secondary
analysis was derived, showed that NAC increased the odds of abstinence from cannabis
(31). There is also preclinical literature on the glutamatergic system as a potential
pharmacotherapeutic target in the treatment of nicotine dependence (32,33) and preliminary
clinical studies that have shown that NAC may hold promise as a smoking cessation
pharmacotherapy (34,35). Based on those results, NAC may hold the potential to be used as
a pharmacotherapy for both cannabis and tobacco dependence. However, NAC may require
pairing with comprehensive and specialized psychosocial treatment focused on reducing the
use of several substances concurrently. Participants enrolled in the current study showed
interest in cannabis cessation with the use of pharmacotherapy, and may have been
amenable to smoking cessation as well with or without pharmacotherapy. Adolescent
tobacco-cannabis co-users are a potentially vulnerable group and research efforts should be
aggressively focused on their poly-substance use, improving their motivation to quit with
evidence-based strategies, cessation efforts, and dual interventions to improve treatment
outcomes.
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Figure 1.
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Self-reported cigarettes per day collected the 30 days prior to screening (S) and across the 8week treatment phase for NAC and placebo (PBO) groups. Averaged cigarettes per day
include smoking and non-smoking days. Only participants that completed at least one
treatment phase study visit were included here (n=49). Error bars represent standard error of
the mean.
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Figure 2.
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Mean ratings on the Questionnaire on Smoking Urges-Brief (QSU-B) and the Modified
Fagerström Tolerance Questionnaire (mFTQ) from the screening visit to the end of
treatment (EOT; Week 8) for NAC (n=15) and Placebo (PBO; n=17) groups. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3.
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Proportion of participants abstinent from cannabis at screening (S) and across study week
for cigarette smokers and non-smokers separated by NAC and PBO groups. All participants
were included in this analysis (NAC cigarette smokers, n=34; NAC cigarette non-smokers,
n=34; PBO cigarette smokers, n=24; PBO cigarette non-smokers, n=24).
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14.0
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Expectancy
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Compulsion

Emotion
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Marijuana Craving Questionnaire

Barratt Impulsiveness Score
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-
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Demographics and Cannabis Use
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(n=116)

1.4
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6.9

1.9

3.5

2.5

13.7

13.9

12.7

8.6

49.0

68.3

4.3

4.6

5.3

4.3

14.4
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8.8 (6)

7.4 (5)

5.9 (4)

92.6 (63)

24.0
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0.27

0.25

0.55

0.57

-

0.18

0.17

0.47

0.62

P Value

Demographic, psychiatric, and cannabis use characteristics for the overall study sample and compared between cigarette smokers and non-smokers.
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Notes: THC=Tetrahydrocannabinol; ADHD=Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CD/ODD=Conduct/Oppositional Defiant Disorder; MDD=Major Depressive Disorder.
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Mean
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7.1

2.6
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1.7

2.1
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3.4

1.3

1.3

1.6

1.4

3.6 (1)

25.0 (7)

5.9

3.1

2.1
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7.4

48.4 (15)
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5.8
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NAC (n=34)
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Placebo (n=34)
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0.50
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0.21

0.38

0.50
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0.60

0.27

0.18

0.67

0.30

P Value

Cigarette and cannabis characteristics for the overall sample of cigarette smokers and compared across NAC and placebo treatment groups.
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